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Abstract� We consider Pollard�s rho method for discrete logarithm
computation� In the analysis of its running time� the crucial assumption
is made that a random walk in the underlying group is simulated� We
show that this assumption does not exactly hold for the walk originally
suggested by Pollard� We study alternative walks that can be e�ciently
applied to compute discrete logarithms� We introduce a class of walks
that� in experiments� lead to the same performance as expected in the
random case� We show that this holds for arbitrarily large prime group
orders� under a much weaker assumption than before�

�� Introduction

Let G be a �nite cyclic group� written multiplicatively� and generated by
the group element g� We de�ne the discrete logarithm problem �DLP� as
follows� given a group element h� �nd the least non�negative integer x such
that h � gx� We write x � logg h and call it the discrete logarithm of h
to the base g� Besides the integer factorization problem� the DLP is the
currently most popular computational problem to serve as a base for secure
and e�cient public�key cryptosystems� Such cryptosystems are� for example�
the Di�e�Hellman key exchange protocol 	DH
��� the ElGamal encryption
and signature schemes 	ElG�� and the Digital Signature Algorithm �DSA�
	NIS���� Originally� they work with multiplicative groups of �nite prime
�elds� Since elliptic curve cryptosystems have been proposed by Koblitz
	Kob
� and Miller 	Mil��� analogous practical systems based on the DLP in
groups of points of elliptic curves over �nite �elds have been designed� While
for solving the DLP in �Z�pZ�� � f�� �� � � � � p � �g there exists the index
calculus method� which is a subexponential�time algorithm�see� for example�
	Adl
���� for the elliptic curve DLP the best algorithms currently known have
exponential run time� Among these algorithms we �nd algorithms based on
Pollard�s rho method 	Pol
�� Under the assumption that a random walk in
the group is simulated� they take expected time O�

p
n� group operations to
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compute logg h� where n denotes the order of g� Their space requirements
are negligible� and van Oorschot and Wiener 	vOW� showed that they can
be e�ciently parallelized� which makes the rho method to the most powerful
methods known to date to attack the elliptic curve DLP�

In the rho method� an iterating function F � G � G is used to de�ne a
sequence �yi� by yi�� � F �yi� for i � �� �� �� � � � � with some starting value
y�� The sequence y�� y�� y�� � � � represents a walk in the group G� The central
assumption for the analysis of the expected run time of the rho method is
that the walk �yi� behaves as a random random walk � By this we mean
that the initial value y� is a randomly chosen group element �according to
the uniform probability distribution�� and that the iterating function f is a
random mapping in the sense that it is equally probable among all functions
F � G� G�

The problem of e�cient simulation of a random random walk is the central
topic of this paper� Here� �e�cient� means that to evaluate the correspond�
ing iterating function should require essentially no more than one group
operation and use only constant or polynomial storage� We do not want to
make any assumption on the group G apart from the facts that we have a
unique representation of its elements and an algorithm to perform the group
operation�

In Section �� we give the basic facts and de�nitions needed throughout the
paper� and we describe the the set�up for our experiments� Then� in Section
�� we study the function originally suggested by Pollard 	Pol
� for discrete
logarithm computation in �Z�pZ�� �p prime�� where we observe that its
average performance is worse than expected for a random mapping� We also
study the obvious generalization of Pollard�s function for arbitrary groups �of
prime order�� for which we get that its average performance is even worse
than in the case of �Z�pZ��� Then� in Section �� we de�ne two types of
iterating functions� which for an appropriate choice of the parameters yield
an average performance that is hardly distinguishable from the performance
of a random mapping� For prime group orders� and under the assumption
that an independent hash function v � G � f�� � � � � rg �for some integer r
between �� and ���� is simulated� this can be proved by probability theoretic
results on random walks in the additive group Z�pZ� This is the content of
Section ��

�� Preliminaries

Given a group element g� we write hgi to denote the cyclic group generated
by g� We write ord g to denote the order of g� which is the least positive
number x such that gx � �� The order of the �nite abelian group G� which
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is the number of elements of G� is denoted by jGj� If W is a set and w is a
randomly chosen element of W �according to the uniform distribution�� we
write w �R W � When we work with a �nite abelian group G� we assume
that the following holds�

�� Given any two group elements g and h we can compute the product
g � h�

�� Each group element can be represented as a unique binary string�

Note that the second property implies that we can perform fast equality
checks�

���� Pollard�s rho method� If W is any �nite set and F � W � W is a
mapping and the sequence �wk�k�N� in W is formed by the rule

w� �W � wk�� � F �wk� � k � N� ������

then this sequence is ultimately periodic� Hence� there exist integers � � �
and � � � such that w�� � � � � w����� are pairwise distinct and wk � wk���
k � �� We call � the period and � the preperiod� of the sequence �wk�� A pair
�wi� wj� of two terms of the sequence is called a match if wi � wj and i � j�
If the terms of the sequence �wk� are drawn on a piece of paper starting
at the bottom and ending in a cycle� the �gure that one obtains has the
shape of the Greek letter �� with a tail of � iterates and cycle of � iterates�
Therefore� the method to solve computational problems by using sequences
as in ����� is called the rho method � Under the assumption that w� �R W
and F is a random mapping� the expected values for � and � are close top
	jW j� � ��������

pjW j �	Har����� Pollard 	Pol
�� �rst applied this result
to functions such as F � Z�mZ� Z�mZ� F �x� � x� � � and obtained an
e�cient and simple algorithm for factoring that �nds a prime divisor p of m
in the expected run time of O�

p
p � squarings in Z�mZ� Pollard 	Pol
� also

found an algorithm that uses the rho method to compute discrete logarithms
in the multiplicative group �Z�pZ��� �p prime� in the expected run time
of O�

p
p � group operations� This algorithm can easily be generalized to

compute discrete logarithms in arbitrary �nite abelian groups� Recently�
a rho�method based algorithm for group structure computation has been
found �see 	Tes�b���

Now we explain how the rho method for computing discrete logarithms
works� Let g� h � G and such that hgi � G� Compute the walk �yk�
according to the rule y� � g�� � h�� �
�� �� �R f�� �� � � � � jGj � �g� and
yk�� � F �yk� �k � N��� Here� the iterating function F must be chosen such
that the following holds�

If we know 
 and � such that y � g� � h� � we can
e�ciently compute 
� and �� such that F �y� � g�

� � h���
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This implies that while computing �yk�� we easily can keep track of the
corresponding sequences of exponents � �
k� and ��k�� such that yk � g�k�h�k
�k � N��� Hence� as soon as we have a match �yi� yj�� we have an equation
of the form

g�i � h�i � g�j � h�j �
Since h � gx� this gives


i � �ix � 
j � �jx mod jGj �
Now� if gcd��i� �j � jGj� � �� we get that x � �
j � 
i���i� �j�

�� mod jGj�
Due to the method of Pohlig and Hellman 	PH
�� in applications the group
order jGj is prime� so that it is very unlikely that gcd��i��j � jGj� � � if jGj
is large�

���� Finding a match� While computing the terms �yi� 
i� �i�� we try to
�nd a match �yj � yi� for some j � i� Algorithms for this have been given�
for example� by Floyd �see 	Knu�� p���� and Brent 	Bre��� The method we
use is based on a method of Schnorr and Lenstra 	SL��� but with optimized
parameters� we work with a chain of  cells� which in each stage of the
algorithm store altogether  triplets �y�d � 
�d � ��d�� d � �� � � � � � In the
beginning we put d � � for all d� thus storing �y�� 
�� ��� in each cell�
After each computation of a new triplet �yi� 
i� �i�� we check whether yi
matches with one of the stored terms y�d � If this is the case for some d�
we return the corresponding triplet �y�d � 
�d � ��d� and stop� Otherwise� we
check whether i � ��� If this is the case� we put d � d�� for d � �� � � � � 
�
thus shifting the contents of the  cells to the left� we put � � i and store
�yi� 
i� �i� in the last cell� With � denoting the preperiod and � denoting
the period of the sequence �yi�� this method �nds a match �y�� y���� with
 	 ���� 
max����� �� �see 	Tes�b��� This bound is not sharp� However�
to compare the performance of given a iterating function with the random
mapping case� we need to recover the approximate values for � � � from
our experimental data� which� for large group orders� can only provide us
the numbers of steps until matches are found� Therefore� we determined
the expected delay factor � � E�l��� ������ � ���� where l��� �� denotes
the number of steps until a match is found� For this� we ran our Pollard
rho algorithm with di�erent iterating functions for elliptic curve groups of
group orders with � to � digits� We stored the whole sequence so that for
each run we could exactly determine � and �� and we applied our cycle�
�nding algorithm to determine l��� ��� We noted that for di�erent runs� the
ratio l��� ������� �� hardly varied� We took the average value over ����
such ratios and obtained that � � ����� This implies that if the iterating
function behaves like a random mapping� we expect to �nd a match after
approximately

���� 

p
	jGj�� � ����� � � �

p
jGj�����
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steps� Let L� � ������ In the sequel� we compare this number with the
experimentally determined average values for

L ��
number of iterations performed until a match is foundp

jGj ������

���� Partitioning the group� A common feature of the iterating functions
used in the sequel is the following� We assume that we have a partition of
the group G into r parts T�� � � � � Tr of roughly equal size� Then F is given
in terms of r di�erent rules� one for each part of the partition� It turns out
that for our application it is su�cient to consider the case � 	 r 	 ����
Such a partition can be produced by a hash function v � G� f�� � � � � rg� if
we de�ne Ts � fa � G � v�a� � sg�

In our experiments we work with the following� multiplicative� hash function�
Let A be a rational approximation of the golden mean �

p
�� ����� Let

v� � G� 	�� �� � v��g� � �A 
 b�g�� mod � �

where b � G� R �ideally injective�� and c mod � denotes the �non�negative�
fractional part of c� namely c � bcc� The mapping b can be based on the
unique encoding of each group element as a binary string� Then let

v � G� f�� � � � � rg � v�g� � bv��g� 
 rc� � ������

From the theory of multiplicative hash functions we know 	Knu
�� that
among all numbers between � and �� choosing A as a rational approximation
of �

p
�� ���� with a su�ciently large denominator �that is� in comparison

with the input size� leads to the most uniformly distributed hash values� even
for non�random inputs� We chose such a hash function for our experiments
to avoid any distortion of our results due to the changing behaviour of the
hash functions� In practical applications� simpler hash functions that can
be faster evaluated are certainly preferable� On the other hand� for the
analysis of the running time we assume that we work with an independent
hash function�

���� Set�up for our experiments� reliability considerations� Our aim
is to check the performance of various iterating functions compared to the
randommapping case in terms of the average number of steps needed to �nd
a match� which is about ���� times the average value of ���� A problem in
this context is the spread of �� � about E��� ��� Let x � ��� ���

p
jGj�

In the case of a random random walk� the probability density function of
x is given by f�x� � xe�x

��� �	Har����� This function is associated with
the Weibull distribution with shape parameter �� scale parameter

p
� and

location parameter �� Weibull distributions are extensively studied in the
context of reliability engineering �see� for example� 	Kec����� If we work
with a good simulation of a random random walk� it is reasonable to assume
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that �� � ���
pjGj is similarly distributed� this is partially con�rmed by

experiments showing that when our iterating function yields a mean value
close to the random case� then the variance is close to the variance of the
random case� which is �� 	�� �see 	Tes�a��� Hence� we have to choose the
size of the sample space very carefully� We can derive from 	Kec��� that�
for example� if we work with a sample space of size N � �� and we get an
average value of ��� ���

pjGj � ����� we can only have a ��� con�dence
that the correct mean value lies between ���� and ���� If we want to have
higher con�dence� say ���� then we only can state that the correct mean
value lies between ���� and ����� which is an interval far too large for our
purpose� Hence� to achieve higher con�dence we have to work with far more
than �� samples� Experiments show that even if we work with N � �����
the average values computed from two such series of computations may di�er
up to ��� while choosing N � ����� produces fairly constant average values
for ��� ���

p
jGj�

Further� since it is not clear a priori that the outcomes of our experiments
are independent of the size of the group� we deal with certain ranges of
group orders separately� for � 	 n 	 ��� we take the average values over
all examples computed for group orders between ��n�� and ��n� Here� we
choose �� as upper bound on n for practicality reasons� for larger groups
the running time gets too long to work with any meaningfully large sample
space�

���� Set�up for our experiments� description� The basic experiment
we do is the following� First� we �x a class of group to work with� Here we
choose among the multiplicative group of a �nite prime �eld� subgroups of
�Z�pZ�� of prime order� and subgroups of groups of points on elliptic curves
over �nite prime �elds of prime order� Then we �x n� that is� a range for
the �sub�group order� Then we choose a �sub�group whose order lies in that
range� For �Z�pZ��� this is done by randomly choosing a prime p between
��n�� and ��n� For the prime�order subgroups of �Z�pZ�� we randomly
choose a prime p between ��n�� and ��n��� If �Z�pZ�� does not contain any
subgroup with prime order q � 	��n��� ��n�� p is discarded and a new prime
is chosen� With the prime�order subgroups of elliptic curve subgroups� we
proceed similarly� we choose a random prime p between ��n�� and ��n��

and random numbers a and b between � and p� If �a� � �
b� �� � mod p�
then a and b are viewed as the coe�cients of an elliptic curve over Fp in
short Weierstrass form� Otherwise new values for a and b are chosen� If
the elliptic curve group Ea�b�Fp� does not contain any subgroup with prime
order q � 	��n��� ��n�� then p� a and b are discarded and new values are
chosen� Then we compute a generator of the corresponding �sub�group� and
randomly choose a group element h and compute hjGj�q �G � �Z�pZ�� or
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�digits Number of
of group examples
order computed
� ��� 
 ���
� ��� 
 ���
� ��� 
 ���
� ��� 
 ���

 ��� 
 ���
 � 
 ��
� �� 
 ��
�� �� 
 ��
�� �� 
 ��
�� �� 
 �
�� �� 
 �
sum ����

Table �� Number of examples computed in our experiments

G � Ea�b�Fp�� respectively�� which then is a randomly chosen element in the
�sub�group with which we work� This constitutes one instance of DLP�

If not otherwise indicated� the number of examples computed for each range
of group orders is as indicated in Table �� Here� the �rst factor indicates
how many di�erent instances of the DLP were used� while the second factor
indicates how many times every instance was computed� each time with a
new� random initialization�

�� Pollard�s Walk

���� Pollard�s original application� �Z�pZ��� Let p be a prime� let s
be any integer� and let r be a primitive root modulo p� To compute logr s
�modp�� Pollard 	Pol
� used the iterating function F � �Z�pZ��� �Z�pZ��

given by

F �x� �

��
�

sx if � � x 	 p�� �
x� if p�� � x 	 �p�� �
rx if �p�� � x � p �

�����

and de�ned a sequence �yk� according to the rule y� � �� yk�� � F �yk��mod
p�� There are sequences �
k� and ��k� such that yk � g�k � h�k �k � N���
and these sequences follow the rules

a� � � � ak�� � ak � � � �ak � or ak mod �p� �� � k � N� �
b� � � � bk�� � bk � �bk � or bk � � mod �p� �� � k � N� �
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�digits average
of group
order

L

� ���
�
� �����
� �����
� ���



 �����
 �����
� �����
�� �����
�� �����
�� ��
��
�� ����


average �����

Table �� DL�computation in �Z�pZ�� using �����

according to the three cases above�

The experimental results for this walk are given in Table �� Here� L is as
de�ned in ������ The last row shows the average value for L taken over the
���� individual ratios ������ It is hard to tell whether the performance gets
worse with increasing group order� given the considerable variance of L� the
average value for L may as well be considered to be independent of the size
of the group� In any case� we see that the walk ����� does not exactly behave
like a random random walk but a bit worse�

���� Pollard�s original application� generalized� Given an arbitrary
�nite abelian group G � hgi and a group element h for which we want
to compute logg h� we can generalize Pollard�s rho method as follows� Let
T�� T�� T� be a partition of G� let Y� � � and compute Yk�� � F �Yk� using
the iterating function

F �Y � �

��
�

Y � g if Y � T� �
Y � if Y � T� �

Y � h if Y � T� �
�����

In typical applications� the group order jGj is known and one applies the
Pohlig�Hellman method 	PH
�� which reduces the DLP in G to the DLP in
groups of prime group order p� with p dividing jGj� Then the expected run

time of Pollard�s rho method is O�maxfpp � p j jGjg� instead of O�
p
jGj��

under the assumption that a random random walk in the corresponding
subgroups of prime order is simulated�
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�digits average
of group
order

L

� ��
�
� ��
��
� ����
� ��
�


 ��
��
 ��
�
� ��
��
�� �����
�� ����
�� ��

�
�� ���

average ��
��

Table �� DL�computation in subgroups of �Z�pZ�� of prime order

�digits average
of subgroup
order p

L

� ����
� ��

�
� ��

�
� ����

 ����
 ��
��
� ��

�
�� ����
�� ����
�� ����
�� �����

average ���


Table �� DL�computation in elliptic curve subgroups of
prime order� with iterating function �����

Experimental results for groups of prime order which are subgroups of some
group �Z�pZ�� are given in Table �� Again� the data suggest that the av�
erage performance is independent of the size of the group order� But the
average values for L are larger than in Table �� This is somehow surprising
since the iterating functions ����� and ����� look so similar� We discuss this
phenomenon below�
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Figure �� Actions of the functions in ����� for G �
�Z���Z��� g � �� h � ��

When conducting the analogous experiment in elliptic curve subgroups of
prime order� we get the results shown in Table �� They roughly agree with
those for prime�order subgroups of �Z�pZ��� We conclude that the canonical
generalization of Pollard�s rho method for groups of prime order does not
produce random random walks� the average performance is by a factor of
about ���� worse than expected in the random case�

���� Comparison of the walks obtained from ����� and ������ To un�
derstand the di�erence between applying ����� for the DLP in �Z�pZ�� and
applying ����� for the DLP in a prime�order subgroup of some �Z�qZ��� we
look at an example� Let G � �Z���Z��� g � �� and h � �� Figure � shows
the actions of the three mappings F�� F�� F� �according to the three cases
in ������� Now let G be the subgroup of order �� of �Z���Z�� generated
by g � �� and let h � � The actions of the three mappings F�� F�� F�
�according to the three cases in ������ are shown in Figure �� The remark�
able di�erence between both applications is that the second mapping is a
bijection in the latter case� but non�bijective in the �rst case� That this does
have an e�ect on the performance of the algorithm can be seen if we look at
which parts of the graphs above actually take part in the computation� This
is indicated by the thick arrows in Figure �� Hence� when applying ����� to
�Z�pZ��� there are dp��e pairs of numbers Y and �Y �modp� which are not
distinguished by the algorithm� In other words� the algorithm �sees� only
about ��� 
 p pairwise distinct group elements� which reduces the expected

run time by a factor of approximately
p
��� � ����� Indeed� if we compare

the average ratios given in Tables � and �� we �nd that ��������
�� � ���

Remark ���� A similar idea as above� namely to establish an equivalence
between certain group elements such that they are not distinguished by the
actions of the iterating function� is used to speed up the rho method in the
case of binary anomalous elliptic curves� See 	GLV�� 	WZ���
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�� New Walks

In this section we consider alternative walks that� as the walk generated by
������ can be used to solve the DLP in any �nite abelian group� The aim is to
�nd a walk whose performance comes closer to the random case performance
than Pollard�s walks� We de�ne and study r�adding walks and r � q�mixed
walks � Both walks have the property that evaluating the corresponding
iterating function requires only one group multiplication and an evaluation
of a �xed hash function v � G � f�� � � � � rg or v � G � f�� � � � � r � qg�
respectively�

���� Adding walks�

De�nition ��	� Let r � N and M�� � � � �Mr be randomly chosen elements
of G� Let v � G � f�� � � � � rg be a hash function� A walk �Yk� in the
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�nite abelian group G such that Yk�� � F �Yk� for some iterating function
F � G� G is called r�adding if F is of the form

F �Y � � Y �MvY � ������

The naming becomes clear when we look at the corresponding sequences
of exponents� Assume that given g� h � G� we want to compute logg h by
using an r�adding walk� We compute Y� by choosing 
� �R f�� � � � � jGjg
and putting Yk � g�� � We compute M�� � � � �Mr according to the rule

Ms � gms � hns � s � �� � � � � r ������

where

ms� ns �R f�� � � � � jGjg ������

Then each term Yk can be represented in the form

Yk � g�k � h�k ������

where �� � � and


k�� � 
k �mvYk� and �k�� � �k � nvYk� ������

Note that these addings are computed modulo jGj� However� since the
increase of the terms in ����� is only linear in the number of iterations� it
is not even necessary to perform the reduction modulo jGj while computing
the terms of the sequences �
k� and ��k�� This implies that r�adding walks
can also be used if the group order is not known� Furthermore� there is
a canonical generalization of these walks for the purposes of element order
computation and group structure computation �see 	Tes�b���

A crucial question related with r�adding walks is whether they achieve the
same performance as a random random walk would do� and� if this is the
case� how should the parameter r be chosen� Experiments with elliptic curve
subgroups of prime group orders up to �� digits show that r � �� seems to
be a good choice for this range� The corresponding results are given in Table
��

The average values for L shown in Table � are convincingly stable for dif�
ferent sizes of the group order� and very close to the random case value
L� � ����� This does not yet guarantee that ���linear walks suit for sim�
ulating random random walks for any size of group orders� However� in
Section � we show that this is indeed the case�

For the moment� let us consider more experimental results on r�linear walks�
For example� it is interesting to see how their performance depends on the
choice of r� Again� we work with elliptic curve groups of prime group orders�
but this time we use only group orders up to �� digits� For each range
	��n��� ��n�� we conducted between ���� �for the smallest group orders� and
��� �for the largest group orders� DL computations� with a total sum of
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�� ����� � ����
�� ����� �� �����
�� ����
 ��� ����
�� �����

Table 	� DL�computation in elliptic curve subgroups of
prime order� r�adding walk

����� computations� For r � � the average value for L �taken over the
ratios for a certain range 	��n��� ��n�� appeared to be independent of the
size of the group order� The results for r � �� in terms of the average values
for L taken over all ����� ratios� are shown in Table � and Figure ��
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Figure �� DL�computation in elliptic curve subgroups of
prime order� r�adding walk

We see that the average ratio L as a function of r decreases fast and then
remains rather constant� In other words� increasing the number of parts of
the partition of G improves the performance� but only until the random case
performance is achieved� which happens quite soon� �

On the other hand� for r � � we do not even obtain a constant average value
for L for di�erent ranges of group orders� As the results in Table 
 show�
we have that L steadily increases when the group order gets larger�

These results demonstrate a completely di�erent behaviour for ��adding
walks when compared with the generalization of Pollard�s original walk �Ta�
ble ��� Both walks work with a partition of G into � parts� and for both
walks the mappings F�� F� and F� that re�ect the three di�erent actions
are bijective mappings� Obviously� the di�erent performance for both kinds
of walks is due to the e�ect of the squaring step in ������ We may conclude
that introducing such a squaring step improves the performance�

�Blackburn and Murphy 
BM�	� suggest under certain heuristic assumptions that the

relationship between L and r follows the rule L � c �

q
r

r�� � Their reasoning we also nd

in Brent and Pollard 
BP	�� who conjectured that what matters for the performance of
random walks is the variance of the in�degree in the graph corresponding to the iterating
function�
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�

 ����

 ���
�
� �����
�� ����

�� ����

Table 
� DL�computation in elliptic curve subgroups of
prime order� ��adding walk

���� Mixed walks� In view of the previous results it is now a natural ques�
tion to ask� what kind of performance is achieved when we introduce squar�
ing steps to r�adding walks �r � ���

De�nition ��
� Let r� q � N and M�� � � � �Mr � G� Let v � G� f�� � � � � r�
qg be a hash function� A walk �Yk� in the �nite abelian group G such that
Yk�� � F �Yk� for some iterating function F � G � G is called r � q�mixed
if F is of the form

F �Y � �

�
Y �MvY � if v�Y � � f�� � � � � rg �
Y � if v�Y � � fr� �� � � � � r� qg ������

For example� the walk generated by the function ����� is a ����mixed walk�

Note that the squaring step means a doubling step for the corresponding
sequences of exponents� Therefore� we also address the parameter q as the
number of doublings in a certain walk�

To judge the performance of r � q�mixed walks� we conducted experiments
with elliptic curve subgroups of prime group orders in the range 	���� �����
Here� we worked with ��� di�erent instances of the DLP and performed ��
DL computations for each instance� We did this for several combinations of
r and q as shown in Table �

The graphic interpretation of the data is shown in Figure �� Here� the
ratio �doublings over addings� stands for the ratio of jT� � 
 
 
 � Trj and
jTr�� � 
 
 
 � Tr�qj where Ti � fa � G � v�a� � ig� and where we assume
that the Ti�s are of roughly equal size� The number of cases refers to the
number of di�erent actions taken by the iterating function ������ that is�
we consider the doubling�squaring action as a single action regardless of the
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Table �� Mixed walks for elliptic curve subgroups of prime
group order

number q of parts causing this action� These experimental results suggest
that for a �xed number of cases� the best performance is obtained if the ratio
of doublings and addings is between ��� and ���� while the performance gets
worse if this ratio gets much larger than ��� On comparing the data with the
corresponding results for r�adding walks� we see that apart from the case
r � �� the introduction of a doubling step does not lead to a signi�cantly
better performance�

�� Provably Good Random Walks

In this section we study some important properties of r�adding walks� The
aim of this section is to show that the similarity between the performance

�It is easy to see that when number of addings is zero� the number of steps until the
rst match occurs is given by the order of � in the group �Z�qZ��� where q denotes the
order of the actual �sub�group under consideration�
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group order

of an r�adding walk �r � ��� and the random�case performance that we
observed in our experiments is not just a lucky coincidence which may vanish
for larger group orders or for other types of �nite cyclic groups of prime group
order� On the contrary� we can prove that this behaviour is typical for such
walks� if we assume that the hash function v is independent�

���� Reduction of the walk �Yk� to walks on the integers modn� We
consider an r�adding walk in the cyclic group G � hgi of group order n� Let
x be the smallest integer such that h � gx� and for s � �� � � � � r let

ts � ms � xns mod n �

where ms and ns are as in ����� and ������ Then an r�adding walk �Yk� in
G is given by the recurrence

Yk�� � Yk � gtv�Yk� � k � N� �
Further� de�ne the sequence ��k� by putting

�k � 
k � x�k � k � N� �
where 
k and �k are as in ����� and ������ Then each term Yk can be
represented in the form Yk � g	k � and we have

�k�� � �k � tsk � k � N� ������

where sk � v�Yk�� The bijection

Z�nZ� z �� gz � G �
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establishes a one�to�one correspondence between the r�adding walks �Yk� in
G and the walks ��k� on the integers modn� Therefore� instead of studying
r�adding walks we may restrict ourselves to walks of the form ������ If each
v�Yk� in ����� is randomly chosen from the set f�� � � � � rg� the corresponding
walk is a random walk on the integers mod n� For such walks we �nd an
elaborate theory in the literature�

���� Random walks on the integers mod n�

De�nition ��	� Let n � N� and let P be a probability distribution on
Z�nZ� By a random walk on the integers mod n determined by P we mean
a sequence �Xk� given by

X� � � � Xk�� � Xk � �k � k � �� �� �� � � � �

where each �k is randomly chosen from Z�nZ� according to the probability
distribution P �

For probability distributions Q and P on Z�nZ� the convolution product
P �Q is de�ned by

P �Q�a� �
X

b�Z�nZ

P �a� b�Q�b� � a �Z�nZ�

If �Xk� is a random walk on Z�nZdetermined by P and m � N� then P �m

is the distribution of the walk after m steps� that is� P �m is the distribution
of Xm�

P �m�a� � P �Xm � a� � a �Z�nZ�

The distance we use between probability distributions on G is the variation
distance�

De�nition ��
� Let P and Q be probability distributions on a �nite group
G� The variation distance between P and Q is

kP � Qk �� �

�

X
a�G

jP �a��Q�a�j � max
A�G

jP �A��Q�A�j �

It can be veri�ed immediately that the variation distance de�nes a metric
on the set of probability distributions on G�

Now let r � N and p�� � � � � pr such that

pj � � � j � �� � � � � r

and
rX

j��

pj � � �
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For n � N and any set of integers fa�� � � � � arg �Z�nZlet

ea � �a�� � � � � ar� �

For any such ea we de�ne the probability distribution P
ea on the integers

mod n by

P
ea �Z�nZ� 	�� �� � P

ea�a� �

�
pj if a � aj for some j �
� otherwise �

If �Xk� is a random walk on the integers mod n determined by P
ea we

say that �Xk� is supported by r points� The walks ��k� in ����� would �t
perfectly into this de�nition if only the sk were randomly chosen from the
set f�� � � � � rg according to some probability distribution P

ea rather than
determined by the hash function v� In this case� for any m � N� the distri�
bution of �m would be given by the corresponding P �m

ea � In the special case
that ea � ��� �� � � � � n�� and that all these coe�cients are equally probable�
the probability distribution P

ea is the uniform distribution� denoted by U �
The corresponding random walk �Xk� equals the walk that is obtained by
X� � � and the iteration Xk�� � F �Xk�� k � �� �� �� � � � with a random
function F �Z�nZ�Z�nZ� In other words� the walk corresponding to the
uniform distribution is a random random walk�

For the case that n is a prime� Hildebrand 	Hil��� has shown that random
walks onZ�nZsupported by r points get close to uniformly distributed after
a constant multiple of nr����� steps�

Theorem ��	� Let p�� � � � � pr� ea and P
ea be as above� Given � � �� then

for su	ciently large primes n there exists some constant � � �� which may
depend on r and on the values for pj but not on n� such that for m �

b�n��r���c we have

E�kP m�
ea � Uk� � � �

where the expectation is taken over a uniform choice of all possible ea such
that a�� � � � � ar are randomly chosen numbers in Z�nZ�

If n is composite and the r values satisfy certain divisibility restrictions� it
will take only slightly more than n��r��� steps for the position of the random
walk to be close to uniformly distributed� To state this result explicitly� we
de�ne an aperiodic set fa�� � � � � arg of Z�nZto be a set such that faj � ai �
i� j � �� � � � � rg generates Z�nZ� It is easy to see that this is the case if and
only if gcd�n� a� � a�� � � � � ar � a�� � ��

Theorem ��
 �	DH�
��� Let r � �� Let M �� fa�� � � � � arg be uniformly
chosen from all aperiodic subsets of Z�nZwith r pairwise distinct elements�
Let ea � �a�� � � � � ar�� and let p�� � � � � pr and P

ea as before� Then

E�kP m�
ea � Uk� �� � as n�� �
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where

m �� m�n� � �n�n��r���

and �n� is any function with �n�� � as n� �� The expected value is
over the choice of the set M �

Remark ���� Assume that d jn� Then gcd�n� a��a�� � � � � ar�a�� � d if and
only if a�� � � � � ar are in the same arithmetic progression modulo d� Hence�

P �gcd�n� a� � a�� � � � � ar � a�� � d� �

�
�

d

�r��

�

With r � �� and d � � this means that fa�� � � � � arg is not aperiodic with
probability smaller than � 
 ���
�

Note that if we allow the parameter r to grow as a power of logn� the walks
get close to uniformly distributed much sooner�

Theorem ��� �	Hil����� Suppose r � b�logn�cc for some constant c � ��
Let ea and P

ea as above� with pj � ��r for j � �� � � � � r� Let � � � be given�
If

m � c

c� �

logn

log r
�� � �� �

then for integers n�

E�kP m�
ea � Uk� �� � as n�� �

where the expectation is taken over a uniform choice of ea �as in Theorem

����

���� Application to r�adding walks� The basic di�erence between the
model on which the preceding theorems are based and our situation is that
we have sk � v�Yk���� instead of sk randomly chosen from f�� � � � � rg ac�
cording to some probabilities p�� � � � � pr� This di�erence can be removed if
we assume that an independent hash function v � G� f�� � � � � rg is used in
������

We now compare the number m � b�n��r���c of steps after which the
r�adding walk is expected to be close to uniformly distributed with the
expected number E��� �� � O�

p
n � of steps until the �rst match occurs

in the rho method� We see that limn��m�E��� �� � � for r � �� This
means that with increasing group order� the part of the walk that does not
behave like a random random walk becomes negligible in comparison with
the expected length of the walk until a match is found� Hence� we get the
following theorem�
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Theorem ���� Let G be a �nite abelian group of prime group order� As�
sume we use the rho method to compute discrete logarithms in G� Let r � �
and let L be as de�ned in ������ If we work with an r�adding walk in G
together with an independent hash function� the average value for L does
not get larger with increasing group order�

In particular� we have

Corollary ��	� Assume the hash function ����� behaves as an independent
hash function� Then for any r � ��� the average value for L �as in ������
obtained with an r�adding walk in a group of prime order satis�es

Laver� 	 ���� �

regardless of the size of the group order�

�� Conclusion

Pollard�s rho method yields a space e�cient algorithm to compute discrete
logarithms� Its running time analysis has hitherto relied on the assumption
that a random random walk in the corresponding cyclic group can be simu�
lated� We have shown that the walk originally used by Pollard for �Z�pZ��

does not behave like a random random walk� nor does its canonical gen�
eralization to arbitrary �nite abelian groups� On the other hand� we have
shown experimentally that there are e�cient walks that come very close
to the performance of random random walks� examples for such walks are
r�adding walks� with r � ��� This has been proved under the assumption
that an independent hash function v � G� f�� � � � � rg is used� In particular�
���adding walks yield a speed�up by a factor of at least ���� if used instead
of Pollard�s walks� Experimental results suggest that also r� q�mixed walks
with r � �� and q�r � ��� yield a performance that is similar to a random
random walk performance�
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